As a group, we commit to the four essentials of a healthy group: Purpose, Presence, Participation, and Protection. We are committing to each other as a group for a specific season of time. By signing this document, we communicate to one another, “You can count on me!”

SEASON OF COMMITMENT

This season of commitment for this group is from ______________________ to ____________________.

FOUR ESSENTIALS OF A HEALTHY FELLOWSHIP GROUP

Purpose: We recognize this group is purposed for life transformation, not just for information. To the best of our ability and understanding, we will support the purpose of this group, which is to help people find wholehearted life in Jesus.

Presence: We will attend group meetings and make them a priority in our personal, family, and work schedules. We understand that when we are absent, the group is not fully present. We will strive to be on time. In the rare event that we will miss group, we will communicate with our leader and host beforehand.

Participation: We understand that we will get more out of our group meetings if we have read and interacted with the material. We will read and engage the Scripture and devotionals throughout the week so that we are prepared to participate with the group, sharing from our personal experiences.

Protection: We agree that what happens in our group stays in our group. Each of us will protect the privacy and confidentiality of what our group shares and learns about one another. The privacy of group members is ongoing beyond the specific time of group commitment.

GROUP MEMBER SIGNATURES: Sign below to indicate your commitment to one another.
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